
Modern User Interface
A clean and intuitive interface motivates 
individuals by eliminating cluttered 
menus, making tool discovery effortless 
and encouraging software usage

True Task Management
Allows individuals to manage their 
work tasks within user-defined 
categories, reducing anxiety and 
overwhelm

Real Collaboration
Allows users to collaborate on 
planning, task lists and whiteboards 
and chat with group members and 
supporters, all within the software

Whiteboards
Allows creative note-taking with the 
ability to add text, sticky notes, images 
and attachments or start with one of 
the proven templates

Idea Bank
Allows individuals to keep track of 
their ideas and add them to their 
mind map at a later point, so that 
they are not forgotten

By populating mind maps with 
existing knowledge, Ayoa saves users 
time and supports creative thinking 
and new ideas

AI Support

Accessibility
Allows users to set default font type, 
size and background colours, 
ensuring their work is accessible 
from the start

All-In-One Solution
Ayoa is a fully inclusive productivity tool 
offering mind mapping, task 
management, AI, live chat, presentation 
mode and to do lists all in one place

Ayoa provides individuals with an inclusive strategy for project planning, task 

management, collaboration with co-workers, and much more:

WORKPLACE INFORMATION

Design 
Theory

Thinking errorsSelective Thinking

Reactive Thinkingtest

Assumptive Thinking

Hours

Environment

Set up a pleasant space
Clean and casual

Warm colors

Decorating your 
homeoffice

Bringinnaturallight 
withskylights.

Createanorganized 
storagewall.

Goals
Improve sleeping schedule

Creating a healthy routine

Start working out

Relaxation

Meditation

Stretching

Workouts

SSSSSllllleeeeeeeeeeppppp sssssccccchhhhheeeeeddddduuuuullllleeeee

8hoursminimumofsleep

Setalarmclockearly

Managing your daily tasks

Meetings

Brainstorm

Strategy

Timeboxyourtasks

Createatasklist

Prioritizeimportant 
tasks

Prioritize tasks

Turnoffnotifications

Createahappyworkenvironment
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Modern Mind Mapping for Planning, 
Task Management & Collaboration
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Supporting Neurodiversity

Ayoa in Welsh
Ayoa yn Gymraeg

Resources & training

Ayoa is committed to inclusivity by offering the 

application in multiple languages, including a 

version in Welsh to meet legislation.

Mae Ayoa wedi ymrwymo i gynwysoldeb trwy 

gynnig y cais mewn sawl iaith, gan gynnwys 

fersiwn sydd ar ddod yn Gymraeg i gwrdd â 

deddfwriaeth.

Your AI-Powered Partner promoting collaboration and embracing 
diversity in an all-in-one strategy. For everyone, everywhere!

Short Term Memory
Idea bank reduces cognitive overload 
by allowing users to get ideas down 
quickly without having to decide where 
to add them to their project plan

Anxiety
Visual task management with 
user-defined categories reduces 
overwhelm and allows users to 
plan and prioritise their work 
tasks

Ayoa's toolbar customisation and 
Auto Focus tool hide unnecessary 
buttons and information, allowing 
students to focus their attention

Ayoa promotes co-working by 
providing a free version of the 
software to other team members, 
allowing project collaboration all 
within the Ayoa app

Social Interaction

Maintaining Focus

Click to play (01:59)

Book a free 
1-1 demo
of Ayoa

30 MinutesBook

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iy49L8a8i7M
https://www.ayoa.com/demo/

